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List of Tasks

Table 1. List of tasks and activity breakdown (as per PO 2003034).

Task
1

Task
2

Perform unheated tests of a multistage particle release system to evaluate impacts of variable
mass flow rate on particle flow distribution and dispersion. Particle size and temperature may also
be investigated if time and funding permit.
Concept validation of multiple silts trough flow control through unheated falling
DOE-funded
test
non-DOECompleted multi-stage receiver concept using unheated falling test devices and
funded
on-sun test receiver
Develop computational models of particle flow and compare against tests. Use models to optimize
design and spacing of catch-and-release troughs for on-sun conditions using receiver thermal
efficiency as a metric. Evaluate heat loss mechanisms. Perform sensitive studies and evaluate
performance of different particles.
DOE-funded
Optimised design and spacing of catch-and-release troughs
Combined receiver heat transfer and heat loss model for receiver design and
optimisation
Receiver thermal efficiency estimation for commercial-scale systems
Identify suitable wall and collection trough materials and designs to reduce heat loss and withstand
high solar fluxes.
DOE-funded
Analysis of heat loss caused by catch-and-release troughs
non-DOERecommendation of materials through screening candidates, tests and analysis
funded
non-DOEfunded

Task
3

Investigate the cause of dust formation and develop mitigation measures.
Task
4

Task
5

Task
6

DOE-funded

Investigation on the cause and impact of dust (with ANU and UA)

non-DOEInvestigation on the mitigation measures with experimental validation.
funded
Work with collaborators (e.g., ANU) to develop system models to evaluate LCOE for larger scale
systems (10 – 100 MWe). Use system model to optimize commercial systems using G3P3
technology.
Providing assistance to ANU to complete system modelling for G3P3
DOE-funded
commercial systems.
Design of commercial-scale receivers and solar fields with performance
non-DOEestimations. Performance equation or parameters required for system
funded
modelling.
Perform on-sun tests as time and funding permit.
DOE-funded
non-DOEDesign and on-sun test of a receiver ( <1MWt)
funded
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Executive Summary
Task 1: Multi-stage falling concept for receiver 5, 6, 8, 9, 17, 18






New multi-stage falling concepts (utilising front or rear-side particle overflowing in the catch-andrelease trough) have been developed, validated using a lab-scale falling test rig, and filed as a part
of the US and PCT patent application jointly with SNL.
The new concepts successfully provided high-opacity particle falling stages without needing an
active control of particle flow in the individual trough. Two of the new concepts with front
overflowing have also successfully resolved the danger of trough material damage by concentrated
solar energy.
A multi-stage truncated falling particle receiver (MsTC-FPR), for the on-sun test, has been finally
designed implementing one of the multi-stage concepts with inclined wall and wall-mounted catchand-release troughs.

Task 2: Optimal receiver design and performance study 4, 5, 9, 10, 15








Correlations for estimating solar energy absorptance and reflectance of the falling particle curtain
as a function of particle size, volume fraction and curtain thickness has been developed through
multiple Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations for various conditions. Using the correlation, for a given
capacity and design/operating condition, maximum length of falling height of each stage (i.e. the
number of stages) required to meet a desired absorptance can be estimated.
Comparison in absorptance and transmittance between the designed MsTC-FPR and a free falling
receiver showed that 1) the average 2-way absorptance of MsTC-FPR is 8.5% higher than that of the
free falling receiver and 2) the average 1-way transmittance of MsTC-FPR is 16% lower than that of
the free falling receiver, which could significantly reduce the risk of local material damage caused
by the transmitted solar energy.
Analysis of solar energy absorption with multiple segments across the particle curtain showed that,
in case of free falling, the potential uneven heating of particle curtain and the increased emission
heat loss due to the overheated front side of the particle curtain could be significant (up to over
100% more local emission heat loss depending on the capacity, compared to the case of
hypothetical evenly heated particle curtain). The result supports the need of multi-stage which
could provide a certain level of mixing in every catch-and-release trough.
Study on the effect of multi-stage to the convection heat loss is not conclusive yet. Preliminary
study indicated that the amount of entrained air by the falling particle has a profound impact on
the convection phenomena of the air in the cavity and the heat loss by entrained air (when it leaves
receiver along with particles), which significantly increases as the particle velocity increases. Hence,
minimising the acceleration of falling velocity by employing the multi-stage concept will be helpful
to reduce excess convective heat loss.

Task 3: Trough material and heat loss


Study on the heat transfer around catch–and-release trough has been carried out. The study
revealed that, in most circumstances, catch-and-release trough exposed to concentrated solar
energy is likely to cause either material damage (if absorptive material is used) due to high
temperature or high reflection loss (if reflective material is used).
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The study validated the benefit of multi-stage falling concepts with front-side overflowing to
protect trough material.

Task 4: Investigation on dust issue 11





The amount and size distribution of fines included in the particle product (CARBO HSP 40/70 mesh)
has been analysed.
The measurement of the dust coming off the particle curtain while operation is not conclusive yet.
Preliminary measurement carried out by using DustTrack PM2.5 gave 3mg/m3 which is comparable
to 8.3 x 10-7 volume fraction (of the dusts up to 2.5um diameter).
Though the accuracy of the absorptance correlation (for Task 1) for the case of smaller particle
needs to be further investigated, the impact of the measured dust to the solar energy transmission
seems to be very minor (0.02~0.3% absorption by the dust curtains considered in the study).

Task 5: Commercial-scale design and system modelling 1, 2, 3, 14






Sensitivity study (for single- and 3-cavity receiver options with different tower heights) for
design/optimisation of 50MWt and 500MWt system (receiver and solar field) has been carried out.
For 50MWt system, single-cavity system combined with a polar field was found be better
performing, whereas for 500MWt, 3-cavity system with a surround field is more efficient for the
given tower height.
The results for the 500MWt cases revealed that that the 3-cavity concept can provide similar
performance to the single cavity cases’ with about 20m lower tower height and much smaller land
area.
System level modelling and optimisation incorporating economics are in progress. CSIRO has
prepared a HelioSIM-based system model and is currently updating component performance
models and costing information.

Task 6: On-sun receiver test 7, 11, 13, 15, 16, 19




On-sun receiver test system (comprising a 700~750kWt particle receiver, a 20min thermal storage
system, a 500kWt particle-water heat exchanger for cooling and two screw conveyers) has been
designed and constructed (except for the construction of particle-water heat exchanger). The test
system is currently under commissioning and is expected to be fully operational with solar input by
February, 2021. The estimated recevier thermal efficincy is about 85%. A rough heat loss
breakdown is: emission heat loss, 3% / reflection loss, 3% / convection heat loss ~6% / additional
reflection and emissio heat loss from insulaton (for side walls and ceiling due to non-ideal geometry
of experimental solar field), 3%.
A new efficient and scalable tubular particle heat exchanger concept has been developed,
numerically validated and also experimentally validated using a sing-tube heat transfer test rig. The
concept has been used for designing the particle-water heat exchanger of the on-sun test system
and also for providing thermal specification and a high-level design of 200MWt-scale particle-sCO2
heat exchanger.
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1

Multi-stage falling concept for receiver (Task 1)

1.1

Completion of multi-stage falling concept 5, 9, 17

In order to develop catch-and-release trough designs for allowing passive flow control in the
troughs and also creating stable multi-stage releases, an indoor particle falling test rig of 1m width
and 1m height (simulating flow condition comparable to near 1MWt capacity) has been designed
and fabricated. Using the test rig, various trough designs have been explored to identify the most
suitable catch-and-release trough design.
Snapshots of the various tests in Figure 1 show that 1) the particle curtain becomes transparent as
particles fall down due to acceleration (a, b, and c) and 2) the simple trough design having a
release gap at the bottom does not create stable and uniform particle curtain. Snapshots in Figure
2 show three newly developed catch-and-release trough designs (b, c, and d), which demonstrates
favorable multi-stage release with uniform and more opaque particle curtain as compared to the
free falling test (a).

Figure 1. Snapshots of particle falling test without a catch-and-release trough (a, b and c) and with simple troughs
having a release gap at the bottom.

Figure 2. Snapshots of particle falling test with newly designed catch-and-release troughs (b, c and d) and without
trough (a).

Among the advanced catch-and-release trough concepts proposed above, the “multi-stage falling
with inclined wall and wall-attached troughs” ( c) in Figure 2) concept has been chosen as a
preferred option for ASTRI on-sun test receiver design.
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1.2

Multi-stage truncated cone falling particle receiver (MsTC-FPR) 6,
8, 9, 18

In order to implement the chosen multi-stage concept (inclined wall with wall mounted troughs) with
a real cavity receiver design, which should receive solar energy with a wide angular distribution, a
unique receiver design with a truncated-cone geometry (MsTC-FPR) has been developed. The
design provides both an inclined wall for multi-stage particle falling and concave surface to
maximize direct reception of solar energy from different directions. The top section of the receiver
surface is designed to be vertical because the initial falling occurs vertically from the top hopper.
Figure 3 also shows a concept design of a cavity receiver (embedding the truncated-cone receiver
surface) and the ray tracing result.
Particle falling in the designed test receiver was simulated using CFD-DEM (coupled computational
fluid dynamics and discrete element method) for different flow rate conditions (Figure 4) to
investigate movement, velocity and volume fraction of the particles The simulation revealed that
three stage design with two catch-and-release troughs is suitable for accommodating variable flow
rate.

Figure 3. Concept of MsTC-FPR (left), a preliminary cavity receiver design for 750kWt on-sun test (aperture
diameter: 0.8m) nad flux distribution on the receiver surface (SN, Equinox, Newcastle).

Figure 4. Velocity of particles (carbo HSP 350um) in the multi-stage falling particle receiver for different flow rates
obtained from CFD-DEM simulation.
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2

Optimal receiver design and performance
study (Task 2)

2.1

Optimal spacing of catch-and-release troughs 4, 5, 10, 15

Optimum spacing of catch-and-release trough to meet a desired absorptance was investigated by
establishing an absorptance correlation (Figure 5, left). The correlation was obtained by using the
results of Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation for solar energy attenuation with different combinations of
particle size (Dp), volume fraction (volF) and curtain thickness (cT). As shown in the figure, the
absorptance can be correlated by a combination of extinction coefficient beta (1.5*volF/Dp) and cT
using a sigmoidal function (shown in Figure 5, y: absorptance, x=beta*cT). A similar correlation
has also been also obtained for the reflectance of the particle curtain so that transmittance or
opacity can be calculated by using the correlations. Absorptance of free-falling particle curtain for
different flow rate (capacity) are also plotted in Figure 5 (right) provided by the assumption used for
the calculation.

Note: Collimated radiation attenuated by homogeneously dispersed sphere particles were considered for MC simulation. Capacity
shown on the right plot is provided for indicative purpose only (assuming 175 K receiver temperature difference, Cp=1.277 kJ/kg-K and
1:1.25 (H:W) receiver aspect ratio and 600kW/m2 average flux).

Figure 5. Left:1-way absorptance correlation(left) using MC (Monte Carlo) simulation results of solar energy
attenuation by carbo HSP particle curtain, Right: absorptance of free falling (with no drag) particle curtain for
different flow rates.

The validity of the absorptance model is under close investigation. A preliminary validation of the
absorptance correlation using the opacity measurement by Ho et al. [2015 ASME ES2015-49421]
showed about 3% average absolute deviation (mostly positive and up to +9% max deviation).
Although further clarification is required, it seems that the positive deviation from the experimental
values is due to the grouping effect of particles. If the field of view taken for optical measurement
includes non-homogeneous particle distribution due to grouping effect, the measured opacity (for
the same volume fraction and curtain thickness) always gives lower opacity than that from the
simulation which assumes homogeneous distribution.
Using the absorptance correlation shown in the figure, the maximum free-falling height to achieve
desired minimum 1-way absorptances was estimated as a function of the flow rate (capacity) and
plotted in Figure 6. The capacity shown in the plot is for indicative purpose only considering a
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specific design condition provided in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows that as the receiver capacity is
getting smaller (having thinner particle curtain), the need of multi-staging to ensure high
absorptance becomes more critical. If the targeted absorptance is smaller (considering use of a
cavity),the required number of stages becomes smaller.
However, it is noted that 1) excessive transmission of solar energy through the particle curtain is
likely to cause material (behind the particle curtain) damage, 2) longer falling without staging will
cause uneven particle heating (between front and rear sides) and 3) longer falling will accelerate
the velocity negatively which impacts the convection heat loss. For those reasons, it is
recommended to design the receiver with more frequent staging regardless of the capacity.

Figure 6. Maximum length of free falling of each stage (top left and bottom left) and number of required stages (top
right and bottom right) to meet required minimum 1-way absorptances.

2.2

Multi-stage and absorption/transmission 9, 15

Comparison of absorptance and transmittance between the MsTC-FPR (designed for 750kWt test
receiver) and a free-falling particle receiver are shown in Figure 7. In this comparison, 2-way
absorptance has been considered (assuming 70% reflection from the back wall behind the particle
curtain). For both cases, due to the linearly moving cylindrical slide gate, the flow rate in the middle
section is bigger than the side areas, thereby resulting in higher absorptance in the middle.
Average absorptance of MsTC-FPR is about 10% higher than that of the free-falling case. As the
receiver has a cavity, this absorptance difference might not be significant in terms of energy.
However, the increased transmission (especially the high local transmission which could be close
to 40% at the bottom corner or around 20% in the high flux region) is likely to damage the backwall
material. As such, employing the multi-stage concept will become important in material protection
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point of view and should be considered for receiver design. This design aspect is more critical
when the receiver capacity is relatively small.

Note: Total flow rate is 2.75kg/s provided along the 1.22m long cylindrical slide gate for both cases. Height of the receiver is 1.22m.
Catch-and-releases for MsTC-FPR are installed 0.32m and 0.77m away from the slide gate, respectively. The contour plot for MsTCFPR is shown based on the same number of horizontal segments as used in the upper cylinder section. Hence the contour plot was not
shown as the cone geometry.

Figure 7. Comparison of 2-way absorptance and transmittance of solar energy between MsTC-FPR with 3 stages (top
left and bottom left) and free falling particle receiver (top right and bottom right).

2.3

Multi-stage and emission 15

One potential risk of extended free falling is the uneven heating of particles which results in
overheating of the front layer particles only, excessive emission heat loss and potential material
damage. This problem is likely to be more serious as the receiver capacity increases since the
particle curtain becomes thicker and more opaque. The potential magnitude of this problem can be
estimated by investigating segmental absorption of solar energy across the particle curtain. The
result of this investigation is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. When the receiver capacity is small,
the potential disadvantage by the issue is relatively small because the residence time of the
particle is relatively short and the particle curtain is thinner, thereby allowing more penetration of
solar energy. However, if the receiver capacity increases, the problem becomes more serious
resulting in a possibility of particle overheating well above 1000oC and excessive emission heat
loss in excess of 100% as compared to the hypothetical even heating case. Although the results
shown in the figure are based on absorptance only (not considering conjugate heat transfer
involving convection and emission), the magnitude of negative impact by non-even heating issue
can be estimated.
Consequently, the multi-stage concept will become essential to resolve/relieve this issue so that
excessive emission heat loss and potential material damage can be minimised. From the DEM
simulations for multi-stage falling (shown in Figure 4), an obvious mixing effect was observed.
Quantification of the mixing effect in terms of receiver performance is under investigation.
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Note: the thickness and length of the particle curtain were calculated to meet corresponding capacity and operating condition. The
horizontal width of each segment for the analysis is 1.24mm. Free falling with no drag nor horizontal mixing was assumed. Inlet particle
temperature of 600oC and even solar flux of 600kW/m2 was assumed. 2-way absorptance with 70% back wall reflection were
considered. No emission or convention heat transfer was considered.

Figure 8. Potential extreme case of uneven temperature distribution across the particle curtain based on segmental
absorptance of solar energy.

Figure 9. Difference in potential emission heat loss from the boundary of the particle curtain (in comparison with
the case with perfect horizontal mixing and even temperature distribution).

2.4

Multi-stage and convection 12

In order to understand convective heat loss phenomena involving active falling particle curtain
inside a cavity, extensive CFD-DPM (discrete phase model) simulation is being carried out for a
small-scale falling particle system using OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation & Manipulation) solver
packages. Although/Though the results are not yet conclusive , preliminary study indicated that the
amount of entrained air by the falling particle has a profound impact on the convection phenomena
of the air in the cavity and the heat loss by entrained air (when it leaves receiver along with
particles), which significantly increases as the particle velocity increases. Hence, minimising the
acceleration of falling velocity by employing the multi-stage concept will be helpful to reduce
excess convective heat loss.
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3

Trough material and heat loss (Task 3)

Though the final chosen multi-stage concept has no trough material directly exposed to the
concentrated solar energy, by taking two examples (a trough holding moving particles and a trough
containing static particles shown in Figure 10), the trough temperature and related emission and
reflection heat loss have been estimated. The results are shown in Figure 11 for different
combinations of reflectivity, flux, and particle flow heat transfer coefficient (or effective particle
thermal conductivity). When the trough material is highly absorptive of solar radiation, even with
low solar flux, the material is excessively heated well above 1000oC (which is likely to cause
material damage) and yet still significant portion of the solar energy is lost by emission. When the
trough material is highly reflective, though the material can be less overheated, most of the solar
energy irradiated to the trough will be lost by reflection (even more than 100% loss due to
combined reflection and emission heat losses). Though the area occupied by the trough material is
fractional (about 10%) and the receiver has a cavity, the study shows that, even for the low flux
and high heat transfer case, either trough material damage or notable energy loss seems to be
unavoidable.

Figure 10. Trough material in contact with (moving and static) particles and exposed to high-flux solar energy.

Figure 11. Trough material temperature and heat loss (reflection and emission heat loss from the trough comparted
to the solar energy received by the trough) for different reflectivity, solar flux and heat transfer condition.
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4

Investigation on dust issue (Task 4)

4.1

Amount and size of dusts/fines 11

An attempt was made to quantify the amount of dust contained in the particle product (Carbo HSP
40/70 mesh) by 1) washing the particles to separate fines from the particles, 2) drying up the water
obtained from the washing and 3) measuring the weight of the residual after drying. The results
showed that the amount of fines separated from the particle was 0.06 wt%. However, since the
uncertainty and reproducibility of the measurement has not been closely examined, this quantity
needs to be used as a high-level ballpark estimate only. Another measurement for a different
product (Wanli HSP 40/70 mesh) which apparently looks dustier than the Carbo product was 0.03
wt%.
Size distribution of the Carbo particles and the fines were measured by a laser diffraction method.
The results are provided in Figure 12. Volume weighted mean diameter D[4,3] were 381um for the
particle products and 3.784 um for the fines separated from the partices.

Figure 12. Size distribution of Carbo HSP 40/70 mesh particles (top) and fines included in the particle product
(bottom).
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4.2

Impact of dust to solar energy transmission 11

The preliminary quantification of dust captured in front of the falling particle curtain (created during
unheated operation of the test receiver) was attempted by two methods.
The first trial was done by sampling about 1 liter of air in front of the falling particle (in the design
flow rate for 750kWt MsTC-FPR) by using a syringe fitted with a dust filter. And the weight of the
filer was measured before and after sampling the air. Unfortunately, the difference of the weight
was unmeasurable using a scale with10-4 g resolution. This means that the volume fraction of the
dust included in the sampled air is less than 1.4 x 10-5.
The second trial was done by using DustTrack PM2.5 in front of the particle curtain. The device
provides certain amount of dust (up to the size of 2.5um) from the sampled air. The measured
value was 3mg/m3 which corresponds to a volume fraction of 8.3 x 10-7. This measurement is to be
also considered as a high-level ballpark estimate since more repetitive measurements for wider
range of particle sizes are to be further carried out.
The impact of the dust to the transmission of solar energy can be estimated by using the
absorptance correlation shown in the previous section. Since the correlation is applicable
regardless of the particle size, 1) the PM2.5 measurement was doubled to consider unmeasured
bigger size dust and 2) 4 different thicknesses of dust curtains (0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2m) were assumed
to estimate the absorptance of solar energy by the dust curtains (Figure 13). As shown in the
figure, the estimated absorptance by different thicknesses of dust curtain ranges from 0.0002 to
0.003 (cross symbols in the figure). However, it is to be noted that there is a notable deviation
between the absorptance correlation (solid line) and MC simulation results (orange symbol) in the
low absorptance region. This deviation seems to be related to the limitation of MC simulation when
the particle size and the particle volume fraction are very small. Nevertheless, considering that the
absorptance should approach zero when the volume fraction of the particle approaches zero, the
use of the correlation looks reasonable.

Note: twice the measured PM2.5 volume fraction was used to consider the impact of bigger size dusts as well. 2.5um particle size was
assumed.

Figure 13. Absorptance by difference thicknesses of dust curtains estimated by absorptance correlation.
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5

Commercial-scale design and system modelling
(Task 5) 1, 2, 3, 14

Performance-optimised commercial particle systems (50MWt and 500MWt capacity) have been
recommended. The optimisation study focused on finding the best performing combination of solar field
configuration and receiver (size and tilting angle of aperture for a given tower height and assumed
performance estimation) using HelioSIM. Since increasing tower height (for building a large commercial
system) is limited by technical and economic reasons (thus the surrounding field is likely to be more
attractive as the benefit of high cosine efficiency of a polar field becomes smaller), a multi-cavity concept
combined with a surround solar field has been investigated in the optimisation study. Parameters and
assumptions for the study are shown in the Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters and assumption for optimum design of commercial systems.

For the multi-cavity cases, the number of cavities were fixed to 3 but the size and tilting angle and capacity of
each cavity receiver were optimised to give the highest annual performance. Annual efficiency (solar to
thermal) of optimum systems for different combination of tower height and number of apertures for 50MWt
and 500MWt are plotted in Figure 14. The result reveals that 1) for 50MWt cases, polar field with a single
cavity performs better for the tower heights considered and 2) 500MWt cases, multi-cavity system performs
better than the singe cavity.
The benefit of multi-cavity system for 500MWt is comparable to about 20m reduction with tower height.
Optimised solar filed configurations for 500MWt cases are shown in Figure 15. The figure also reveals that
the land areas required for multi-cavity system is much smaller than the single cavity system for the same
tower height. Detailed optimisation results for the 500MWt case with 200m tower height are provided in
Figure 16.

Figure 14. Annual efficiency (solar to thermal energy) of optimised systems for different combinations of tower
height and number of apertures (cavities).
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Figure 15. Optimised solar field configurations for 500MWt cases.

Figure 16. Details of the optimisation for the 500MWt case with 200m tower height.
System level modelling and optimisation incorporating economics are under preparation. CSIRO has
prepared a HelioSIM-based system model and is currently updating component performance models and
costing information. Additional system modelling study linked with SolarTherm model (by ANU) are also
under preparation.
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6

On-sun receiver test (Task 6)

6.1

MsTC-FPR on-sun test 11, 15

A test receiver (MsTC-FPR) has been designed and manufactured through a series of numerical
modelling and experimental tests. The activities include fabrication and in-door test of a full-scale
mock-up receiver system (Figure 17). The receiver consists of a distribution hopper, a 1.22m
curved slide gate operated by two linear actuators, receiver walls split by catch-and-release
troughs for multi-stag falling and a cavity with an 800mm aperture diameter.
The approximate design capacity of the receiver is 700~750kWt. Construction of the on-sun
receiver test system has completed in the CSIRO solar field in Newcastle, Australia. The system
includes 1) a top hopper equipped with load cells to measure flow rate, 2) a particle receiver, 3) hot
and cold bins to store the hot and cold particles, 4) two screw conveyers to lift the particles back to
the cold bin and to the top hopper. The design temperatures of receiver inlet and outlet flows are
600oC and 800oC, respectively. Each particle storage bin has about 2 m3 capacity to provide about
20min of effective thermal storage capacity. Figure 18 shows the final design and constructed onsun test system.

Figure 17. (from left) On-sun test receiver design, full-scale mock-up receiver and indoor falling test system and
falling test.

Figure 18. Design of the on-sun test system (left), MsTC-FPR under construction (middle) and completed and
integrated test system in CSIRO solar field (right).
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The tests system is currently under commissioning and is expected to be fully operational with
solar input by February, 2021. The estimated recevier thermal efficincy is about 85%. A rough heat
loss breakdown is: emission heat loss, 3% / reflection loss, 3% / convection heat loss ~6% /
additional reflection and emissio heat loss from insulaton (for side walls and ceiling due to nonideal geometry of experimental solar field), 3%.

6.2

Particle heat exchanger 7, 13, 16, 19

As part of the ASTRI particle receiver project, CSIRO has also initiated and progressed particle
heat exchanger development activity. A snapshot of the activity is shown in Figure 19. Key
achievement of the activity is the development of new heat exchanger concepts employing a
vertical tube array and staged constriction zones to improve heat transfer performance and also to
reduce cost and manufacturing complexity. The concept has been experimentally proved by a
particle heat transfer test system and was implemented to the design of a cooler (particle-water
heat exchanger) for receiver on-sun test system and also to a design of particle-sCO2 heat
exchangers.
The cooler will be fabricated and installed to the receiver on-sun test system in 2021 to finally
confirm the validity of the design concept. Detailed thermal and engineering design of the particlesCO2 heat exchanger will also be carried out in 2021.

Figure 19. A snapshot of the progress of particle heat exchanger development activity by CSIRO
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